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Abstract
In recent years, geospatial big data has attracted great attention from industry, academia, research and government
sectors, and even has triggered a lot of industry changes. Geospatial big data for the integrated disaster reduction
provides new ideas and methods for emergency management and decision making. At present, there are some problems
in Chinese disaster reduction services. Too much emphasis has placed on decision-making and not on early warning. In
addition, the technology, system and application integration of disaster reduction services is not enough. This paper
analyses the concepts and characteristics of the integrated disaster reduction service, mainly reviews the key
technologies in the integrated disaster reduction service, including integrated perception, location, integration and
comprehensive scene simulation of emergency information such as disaster events, various disaster-bearing bodies and
the disaster-pregnant environment, and knowledgeable disaster reduction services. Besides, the integrated disaster
reduction system is introduced with the consideration of the demand for disaster prevention and reduction services.The
developed system for the integrated disaster reduction services can solve the integrated perception, positioning,
integration and simulation of the scene, and intellectualized disaster reduction services and other technical problems.
Finally, the bottleneck problems and technical challenges of the integrated disaster reduction service are discussed.
Keywords: Disaster Reduction, GIS, The Integrated Disaster Reduction Intelligent Services

1 BACKGROUND
The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) defines disaster as a sudden, catastrophic
event that severely disrupts the function of a region or society, resulting in loss of manpower, material resources,
economy and environment exceed the ability of the region or society to use its own resources. The occurrence of such
events does not mean a disaster in itself, but when it affects areas that cannot withstand the impact of such events,
disasters often follow.
The development of big data and disaster mitigation technology has opened up new possibilities for disaster
management and emergency response. The big data of geographical conditions and GIS provide basic support for
emergency response, and the big data of positioning and navigation provide guarantee for emergency rescue. The big
data of Internet public opinion also plays an important role in disaster assessment. Watson et al found that big data
analysis and mining can help emergency rescue to obtain more valuable information, which has a positive impact on
emergency response, because big data can enrich situational awareness and provide important basis for rational
decision-making, such as material scheduling, resource allocation, public opinion control, etc. [7]. In addition,
Athanasia and Meier et al. paid more attention to the contribution of big data to emergency response. Studies have
shown that big data has a positive impact on pre-disaster monitoring and early warning [8][9]. After researchers found
that in recent years, the attention of disaster big data technology research has also been significantly increased. The
success of big data has prompted practitioners and scholars to recognize the effect of big data in emergency
management [11].
This paper analyzes and summarizes the integrated and comprehensive disaster reduction technology in the context of
big data. The first part introduces the background of integrated disaster reduction technology; the second part analyzes
the characteristics of disaster big data; reviews the concept and progress of integrated disaster reduction technology,
including the acquisition and management of disaster information, the integration and analysis of emergency
information, construction and simulation of disaster model, emergency comprehensive decision-making and services
and other technologies; and introduces the research progress of the integrated disaster reduction intelligent service
system platform; finally, the integrated disaster reduction technology and services are summarized and prospected.
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2 FEATURES OF INTEGRATED DISASTER REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
The traditional disaster prevention and mitigation methods are relatively simple, and cannot fully integrate relevant
technologies to guide disaster relief, while integrated disaster reduction intelligent services will fully connect and
integrate the key technologies of geographic information, Internet of Things, and Internet systems, provide smart
infrastructure, achieve comprehensive perception, technology integration, ubiquitous interconnection, and intelligent
disaster relief. Therefore, the characteristics of comprehensive disaster reduction intelligent service technology are
mainly reflected in the following five aspects:
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Figure 1. Features of disaster technologies
1.Comprehensive and thorough perception. Through sensing technology, we can realize monitoring and comprehensive
perception of all aspects of urban safety management. Smart emergency uses various types of sensing equipment and
intelligent systems at any time and any place to intelligently identify and stereoscopically sense the all-round change of
information such as urban environment, status and location, monitor potential sources of danger, merge and analysis
perception data , And can be intelligently integrated with emergency business processes, and then respond proactively
to promote the harmonious, safe and efficient operation of key cities in the city.
2.Ubiquitous interconnection of broadband. In the city's comprehensive intelligent disaster reduction, the development
of various types of broadband wired and wireless network technologies is the comprehensive interconnection and
interaction of things, and people and things, people in cities which provides basic conditions for all types of cities to
apply at anytime, anywhere, on demand. As a "neural network" of smart cities, broadband ubiquitous networks have
greatly enhanced the ability of smart emergency as an adaptive system for information acquisition, real-time feedback,
and intelligent services anytime, anywhere.
3.Positioning everywhere. In a complex disaster environment, how to accurately locate rescuers and rescuers in real
time will directly affect the efficiency of rescue. Based on GNSS, Bluetooth, UWB, WIFI and other positioning
terminals, high-precision indoor and outdoor seamless positioning can be achieved to obtain real-time and accurate
location information ,using a multi-location system collaboration platform to collect, transmit and process the
information collected by various positioning system data collection terminals to provide real-time and effective location
service information for emergency decision-making and command systems.
4. Efficient and fast processing. The integrated disaster reduction intelligent service system is a complex integrated
system. The application of a new generation of comprehensive perception technology has increased the city's massive
data. Based on cloud computing, through the application of intelligent fusion technology to achieve the storage,
calculation and analysis of massive data, and the introduction of a comprehensive integration method, through human
"wisdom" participation, greatly improve the ability of decision support. Dacheng Smart Project based on cloud
computing platform will constitute the "brain" of smart emergency. The integration and development of technology will
further promote the combination of "cloud" and "end", promote the development from personal communication,
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personal computing to personal manufacturing, and promote the realization of intelligent integration, anytime,
anywhere, on-demand and arbitrary applications, further highlighting personal participation and user power.
5.Intelligent collaborative service. Comprehensive disaster reduction intelligent service is a comprehensive system
engineering. In the face of complex disasters, different departments and systems of the city can achieve information
sharing and collaborative operation, more intelligently disaster awareness, analysis and disposal, making full use of
resources, making the best urban development and management decisions, timely prediction and response to
emergencies and disasters.

3 COMPREHENSIVE DISASTER MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY STATUS
Big data has always played an important role in disaster management and emergency response. According to the role of
disaster information in the emergency response process, the integrated disaster reduction technology can be divided into
four categories, disaster information acquisition and management, emergency information fusion and analysis, disaster
model construction and simulation, emergency decision-making and integrated services. Disaster information is
generally obtained through perception equipment, such as positioning equipment, sensors, remote sensing images, etc .;
the disaster information collected is stored in various databases through Beidou, communication network, Internet,
Internet of Things and other transmission networks; through emergency information fusion and analysis Technology
processes data, builds disaster models, simulates disaster scenes, and provides support for decision-making and
emergency services.
Integrated indoor and outdoor positioning under emergency conditions refers to the seamless integration of the global
positioning system, indoor positioning system, and networking positioning system in a disaster environment by
integrating multiple information carriers such as Beidou, communication, Internet, and sensor networks. The indoor and
outdoor positioning accuracy is better than the real-time location information of 1 meter.
In natural disasters and man-made disasters, personnel location information plays an important role in emergency
rescue. For this reason, location is one of the most critical contents of emergency response and disaster monitoring [6].
For example, applications in various emergency situations, such as vehicle positioning [7] and home surveillance [8],
require location awareness. Due to the characteristics of GPS not working, irregular signal propagation, and dynamic
environment, indoor positioning is still a huge challenge [9]. In the past few decades, a lot of research work has been
devoted to solving this localization problem. The information sources of these indoor positioning technologies are
diverse, mainly related to hardware devices, such as infrared [10], ultrasound, Bluetooth [11], radio frequency
identification [12-13] (Radio-Frequency Identification, RFID) and WLAN [14].
The rapid integration of multi-source data is based on the basic geospatial data of the disaster area. It integrates multimodal disaster information integration, multi-scale spatial information integration, disaster information and spatial
information integration, and realizes the large-scale map and indoor scene multi-scale data visualization Fusion, to meet
the data fusion accuracy better than 0.5 meters, to provide integrated and comprehensive disaster reduction intelligent
services with consistent spatial and temporal data resources.
Scene fusion and enhanced visualization Use the acquired laser point cloud data and image data of the disaster area to
quickly reconstruct the three-dimensional indoor and outdoor integrated scenes of the disaster scene, visualize the
scenes and real-time observation data and simulate and analyze the information, and enhance the visualization of the
movement to achieve the scene of the disaster scene Rapid modeling and simulation and dynamic expression of the
whole process of disaster emergency response.
Lee et al. [27] proposed a dual graph theory method to abstract indoor space into a “room-room” model constructed by
nodes and edges according to the spatial three-dimensional relationship, construct an indoor three-dimensional topology
mechanism, and mainly apply to indoor road network modeling [11, 28] [21,22]. Yuan et al. [22] proposed a "doordoor" model in which the door is an abstract node and the edge represents the connectivity between the door and the
door. Its planned walking path is closer to the way people walk. The comprehensive integration of VRGIS, Internet
GIS, and networked virtual reality provides many advantages for disaster analysis, emergency training, and spatial
decision-making. SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat) analysis of the application of VR in fire
evacuation was carried out. L. Gamberini et al. [29] used a virtual environment to measure fire emergency response.
When fire emergencies occurred, quantitative and qualitative analysis of participants' behaviors and their patterns were
found, and the virtual environment was found to be adequate for simulating emergency situations and effectively
training participants [5]. Li et al. [30] developed an immersive virtual reality system for emergency rescue training. The
training system is referred to as ERT-VR (emergency rescue training virtual reality, ERT-VR for short). Define,
formalize and visualize the content of geographic data in emergency management and combine it with process
modeling and process analysis [31]. For the clear needs in disaster emergency scenarios, the mapping work should be
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implemented with appropriate technologies, such as adaptive selection and completion of integration methods,
processing methods, process control, and graphical representation according to user needs.
Adaptive fast drawing through knowledge extraction and expression of multi-granularity integrated drawing data,
establish emergency drawing knowledge rule library, data processing model library, map decoration template library,
dynamic thematic symbol library, multimedia resource library (video, audio, pictures, Animation, etc.) and other
databases, to establish adaptive personal map space, build "subscription", "order", "custom" and "intelligent" four
participatory mapping technology frameworks to achieve cross-media push and combination adaptive fast Emergency
mapping service.
Typical disaster model construction and management for typical disasters such as earthquakes, floods, geological
disasters, urban fires, traffic accidents, and building collapses, a distributed and heterogeneous model library of typical
disasters is established, through multi-hazard model coupling and disaster model group aggregation services 1.
Autonomous model services, realize the integration and linkage of multiple types of disaster models, and improve the
active and dynamic service capabilities of models in multi-stage decision-making activities for comprehensive disaster
reduction.

4 INTEGRATED DISASTER REDUCTION INTELLIGENT SERVICE SYSTEM
Taking six types of disasters such as earthquakes, floods, geological disasters, urban fires, traffic accidents, and building
collapses as research objects, the integrated disaster reduction intelligent service prototype system uses a loosely
coupled system architecture system based on microservices under a unified standard, which can better Realize the
integration of heterogeneous systems, emergency equipment positioning and real-time access and storage of sensor data,
the integration of related resources, combined with situational awareness and cross-media integration display
technology to achieve enhanced visualization of the three-dimensional scene of the disaster scene, and realize multiple
types of emergency equipment, 3D space calibration and linkage visualization of rescuers and major scenes. For
emergency rescue decision-making, command scheduling, and information release, it provides a comprehensive
integrated disaster reduction intelligent service architecture that supports full-space positioning, heterogeneous
integration, scene visualization, model calculation, and deduction. At the same time, according to different business
needs, different emergency disaster reduction applications can be quickly customized to meet the diverse needs of
different industries, regions, and departments, and provide rapid function customization for the development of
demonstration applications.
Figure 5 shows the main functions of the integrated disaster reduction intelligent service prototype system. Figure 5 (a)
shows indoor and outdoor high-precision personnel, vehicles and equipment positioning modules, which realizes the
integration of hardware and software for positioning equipment and various Adaptive switching of indoor and outdoor
high-precision positioning methods; Figure 5 (b) shows the three-dimensional scene modeling and visual expression
module, which realizes rapid modeling and display of emergency disaster scenes, dynamic simulation and analysis,
enhanced expression and exploration, etc.; Figure 5 (c) shows the spatial analysis and deduction module of the disaster
model, which realizes the integrated linkage, on-demand and dynamic aggregation of multiple types of disaster models,
and forms a task-oriented, emergency semantic-driven disaster model analysis service; 5 (d) Demonstrated the
integrated disaster reduction intelligent service module, including fast adaptive mapping service, knowledge mapping
service and active push service, etc. The adaptive fast mapping function utilizes various forms and rich connotations of
emergency mapping knowledge rule sets, and is integrated with engineering 'S participatory mapping engine
dynamically matches to achieve rapid production of disaster maps. Disaster knowledge map and active push service
through ontology construction and knowledge map representation of typical disasters such as earthquakes, fires, traffic
accidents, floods, building collapses, geological disasters, etc., and according to the disaster event background, type,
scale, location, event, The development situation and other specific situation information are pushed in layers and
categories.

(a) Indoor positioning

(b) 3D Visualization
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(c) Active push

(d) Adaptive rapid mapping

Figure 5. The Platform of Integrated Comprehensive Disaster Reduction Intelligent Service System

5 PROSPECT OF COMPREHENSIVE DISASTER REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Big data technology provides new ideas and methods for people to analyze and solve problems. The era of big data
provides an extremely convenient way for sharing, integration, analysis, mining, and decision-making of comprehensive
disaster reduction services. In-depth application of new concepts, new technologies, and new methods such as
networking, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, and mobile communications in the field of comprehensive disaster
reduction, comprehensive disaster reduction data acquisition methods, transmission efficiency, application deployment
methods, service models, data production and processing methods, target users After that, profound changes have taken
place, leading to the popularization of disaster big data acquisition. For example, during the new coronary pneumonia,
the location and movement trajectory information of new coronary pneumonia patients uploaded by the public have
prevented the spread of new coronary pneumonia to a certain extent; The model is diversified and the analysis service is
integrated, which brings new opportunities and challenges to the development of integrated disaster reduction services.
1.Multi-modal aggregation and integration of fine-grained disaster data
At present, the granularity of disaster data integration is relatively coarse, and it is usually implemented in the form of a
data layer. With the diversification of disaster big data sources and the increasing frequency of updates, the granularity
of disaster big data integration will continue to be refined, and will no longer be limited to certain data layers, but will
be refined to entities and vertices [33].
2.Distributed disaster management big data hyper-converged storage management
The explosive growth of disaster-related big data, the extremely rich data sources and the variety of data types make the
data storage capacity larger and the requirements for data presentation higher. Traditional databases are also difficult to
store such a huge amount of data. There is an urgent need to study the efficient storage and indexing technology based
on machine learning and artificial intelligence, so that the data management process can configure and adjust itself, and
realize the support of "data" and "efficient query".[34]
3.Intelligent analysis and mining of multi-dimensional disaster big data
Big data technology is becoming more and more mature, and it is possible to analyze and mine huge disaster big data
based on multi-dimensional, multi-level, multi-group and multi-factor [35]. Using modern technology platforms such as
big data and cloud computing, research on emergency decision-making methods based on broad knowledge coupling,
distributed disaster public opinion information acquisition and analysis methods that take into account the
characteristics of time and space, and accurate simulation analysis methods of typical disasters driven by dynamic sky
and ground observation data Provide decision support for disaster model construction, early warning analysis, postdisaster assessment, emergency rescue, etc.
4.Knowledge-based disaster data big data active smart service
"Internet +" and "Big Data ×" use information communication technology and Internet platform, will definitely reshape
the emergency rescue work mechanism and ecology, comprehensive disaster reduction services will inevitably shift
from extensive supply to precise supply, big data drives "Internet + government services "The integrated disaster
reduction service will be more intelligent, convenient, human-oriented and experience-based to meet the personalized,
customized and diversified comprehensive decision-making service needs of users.
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6 CONCLUSION
At present, the integration of big data, cloud computing and other information technologies with geographic information
services has brought new opportunities and challenges to the development of comprehensive disaster reduction
government affairs [36]. Based on the summary of researches on comprehensive disaster reduction services and aspects
in recent years, this article expounds the characteristics of comprehensive disaster reduction technologies, and analyzes
and prospects the theoretical issues, key technologies, development trends and other aspects involved in comprehensive
disaster reduction technical services in the era of big data. Introduced the integrated comprehensive disaster reduction
intelligent service prototype system, and pointed out the development trend of multi-modal aggregation and integration
of disaster situation big data, hyper-converged storage management, intelligent analysis and mining, active smart
service. This will promote the development of integrated disaster reduction service technology application and
comprehensively improve the national comprehensive disaster prevention and mitigation protection capabilities.
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